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CORRIGENDUM 
DBDA’s in 66Atomic Normai Form” and applications to eqc;hsknce problems, 
Jean H. Gallier, Theoretical Computer Science 14 (1981) 155-186. 
The following inaccuracies should be noted. A11 proofs and other results remain 
unaffected. 
(1) In Lemma 2.2, page 158, replace “the free continuous Z-algebra over C” 
by “the initial continuous Z-algebra” and “free complete magma” by “initial 
complete magma”. 
(2) Page 160, line 12, replace “the free continuous Z-algebra” by “the initial 
continuous Z-algebra”. 
(3) Page 161, line 12, in the definition of T(M) change I-+ to I-*‘. 
(4) Theorem 3.2 (page 163) is incompletely stated and should read as follows: 
Theorem 3.2. For every terminal function symbol f occurring in a proper scheme cy, 
the address language L(f) is accepted by final state by a deterministic pushdown 
automaton. For a variable x, L(x) is accepted by final state and empty store by a 
deterministic pushdown automaton. 
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